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Cadonix costCompare allows OEMs to accurately generate reports Cadonix costCompare allows OEMs to accurately generate reports 
detailing the total cost to manufacture a wiring harness including detailing the total cost to manufacture a wiring harness including 
the cost of parts and labor, all in a matter of seconds.the cost of parts and labor, all in a matter of seconds.

The costCompare system also allows detailed comparison of The costCompare system also allows detailed comparison of 
harnesses to identify changes between revisions and model harnesses to identify changes between revisions and model 
variants.variants.

Automate your electrical harness costing with Cadonix costCompare Automate your electrical harness costing with Cadonix costCompare 
today!today!



HARNESSCOSTING

COSTCOMPARE

ADVANTAGES
Every Harness Variant has an accurate cost report

Report generation is instant so there are no delays

Suppliers build to print so there is no BOM creep

ECAD data is processed to create multiple reports

Full BOM & Engineering data Information export 

Fully detailed reports itemizing each element of cost

Adjust part pricing and commodity prices per region

Assign labour to any part or manufacturing process

GENERATE COST REPORTS DIRECTLY FROM DATA
Including Harness BOM Reports, Harness Cost Estimation, Harness Comparison Reports, Where Used Reports.

ADVANCED FEATURES

Import 3rd Party Databases 

Databases can be imported into 

costCompare in CSV format to allow the 

selection of parts such as cavity plugs to 

be done prior to the report generation.

Streamline Processes 

Cadonix costCompare closes process 

gaps and removes any delays from the 

feedback loop, simplifying your cost and 

procurement methods

Multiple Profiles

Multiple profiles can be maintained 

allowing different suppliers or 

manufacturing locations to be compared 

to identify which supplier will be able to 

provide the assembly for the best cost.

CADONIX COSTCOMPARE COMPATIBLE INPUT FORMATS
Cadonix costCompare is compatible with data exported from Arcadia, Vesys Classic, VeSys 2, CapH, Capital Harness XC, 

Comsa, Engineering Base, Zuken E3, Saber and other tools.


